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Memory integration: neural mechanisms and implications
for behavior
Margaret L Schlichting1,2 and Alison R Preston1,2,3
Everyday behaviors require a high degree of flexibility, in which
prior knowledge is applied to inform behavior in new situations.
Such flexibility is thought to be supported in part by memory
integration, a process whereby related memories become
interconnected in the brain through recruitment of overlapping
neuronal populations. Recent advances in cognitive and
behavioral neuroscience highlight the importance of a
hippocampal–medial prefrontal circuit in memory integration.
Emerging evidence suggests that abstracted representations
in medial prefrontal cortex guide reactivation of related
memories during new encoding events, thus promoting
hippocampal integration of related experiences. Moreover,
recent work indicates that integrated memories are called upon
during novel situations to facilitate a host of behaviors, from
spatial navigation to imagination.
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that investigates the complex ways in which memories
influence one another and change over time. One way
such mutual influence may occur is through memory
integration.
Memory integration refers to the idea that memories for
related experiences are stored as overlapping representations in the brain, forming memory networks that
span events and support the flexible extraction of novel
information (Figure 1a). The notion that new encoding
and prior knowledge interact with one another is by no
means new [6,7]; yet, the neural mechanisms and
behavioral implications of memory integration have
only recently become the subject of empirical investigation. The field’s growing interest in understanding
these complex, real-world aspects of episodic memory
has been realized thanks to the introduction of elegant
behavioral paradigms and advanced analysis methods
for neural data (see example in Figure 1b). We first
review evidence for the neural mechanisms that support memory integration. We then turn to a discussion
of the range of behaviors that might be supported by
integration, from flexible navigation to imagination and
creativity. Finally, we set forth questions for future
research.
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Neural mechanisms of memory integration
Human and animal lesion work highlights the critical
roles of the hippocampus [8] and medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC [9,10]) in memory integration (Figure 2). Damage
to these structures impairs the ability to combine information acquired during different episodes despite intact
memory for previously learned events. However, while
these data underscore the importance of hippocampus
and mPFC in memory integration, the precise mechanisms by which these regions contribute have only recently
started to become clear.

Introduction
Decades’ worth of research documents the involvement
of the hippocampus in rapidly encoding new episodes,
which are then transferred (i.e., consolidated) to neocortex
over time. However, memory is a dynamic phenomenon.
The once widely accepted view that such consolidated
memories are immune to modification has since been
refuted. Consolidated memories may be reactivated
during new experiences, at which point they become
susceptible to distortion, deletion, or updating [1–3].
Conversely, reactivated memories may also influence
how new content is encoded [4,5]. Here, we review
the recent work in cognitive and behavioral neuroscience
www.sciencedirect.com

One period during which memory integration may take
place is when new learning experiences share content
(e.g., a person, place, or thing) with existing memory
traces (Figure 1a). For a discussion of specific factors
that impact the likelihood of integration, see Box 1.
During the new experience, pattern completion mechanisms supported by the hippocampus reactivate the
previously stored, overlapping memory [11,12]. Empirical support for reactivation of prior memories during
overlapping learning experiences has recently been
garnered using neural decoding of fMRI data
(Figure 1b) [4,5,13].
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Schematic depiction of memory integration. (a) Example overlapping events that might lead to integration and their associated neural codes. One day
while walking in the park, you encounter a woman and her dog (initial experience, top panel). Connections are formed among a group of simultaneously
activated neurons, coding the woman–dog association (blue network). A few days later, you encounter the same dog in town, this time with a man
(overlapping event, bottom panel). The dog (overlapping element) triggers reactivation of your initial experience in the park (woman–dog association).
Such reactivation enables connections to be formed among neural representations of the woman, dog, and man, linking the related events across time
(overlapping blue and yellow networks). The resulting integrated memories are hypothesized to support novel judgments that require consideration of
both events; here, for instance, you may infer a relationship between the woman and the man despite never having seen them together. (b) Top panel,
depiction of a neural decoding approach quantifying the degree of memory reactivation during learning. The neural pattern evoked during the
overlapping event is hypothesized to reflect reinstatement of the related — but not presently viewed — element (the woman). The fMRI signal is
extracted for each voxel in a region of interest (here, ventral temporal cortex is used as an example). This information is then input into a neural decoder
trained to recognize activation patterns associated with different kinds of stimuli (e.g., faces). On the basis of the weights for each voxel learned during
training, the decoder outputs a value reflecting the degree to which the neural pattern reflects reactivation of the related versus unrelated content.
These evidence scores can then be used as an index of reactivation. Bottom panel, evidence indicating that reactivation during encoding of
overlapping events predicts later flexible inference (woman–man association), a behavioral index of memory integration.
Adapted from Ref. [4].
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Figure 2
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Locations and hypothesized functions of regions critical for memory integration in the human brain. Green, medial prefrontal cortex; purple,
hippocampus. Here, we intentionally provide a broad definition of mPFC due to high variability in the precise location of effects reported across
studies. For instance, we include anterior cingulate cortex, which has been implicated in memory integration [60] and the formation of memory models
[20]. Inset, cross section through the hippocampus (purple) highlighting area CA1 (dark purple portion). Approximate hippocampal subfield boundaries
are indicated with thin dashed lines. Location of cross section along hippocampal axis is indicated with a thick dashed line. mPFC, medial prefrontal
cortex; CA1, Cornu ammonis field 1; DG/CA2,3, dentate gyrus and Cornu ammonis fields 2 and 3; SUB, subiculum.

With the related content reinstated in the brain, hippocampal area CA1 (Figure 2) is thought to compare prior
memories with incoming information from the environment [14]. CA1 may signal the presence of novelty (i.e.,
when new experiences violate memory-based predictions) and facilitate new encoding by increasing the
plasticity of neighboring CA3 neurons [15]. Recent
high-resolution fMRI work has shown that activation in
human CA1 during the encoding of events that overlap
with prior experiences relates to a behavioral measure of
memory integration [14], consistent with the notion that
CA1 triggers integration. The resulting integrated memories are highly structured, with shared elements coded
similarly across experiences [16,17]. One recent study
[16] has shown that hippocampal CA field firing patterns
for overlapping events reflect a hierarchy of features
coded according to their behavioral relevance. This
organization scheme could then be exploited to extract
commonalities across episodes and support a host of
behaviors, as discussed below.
Medial PFC may influence memory integration by biasing reactivation toward behaviorally relevant memories
[12,18,19]. Across a number of domains, mPFC is thought
to represent mental models that guide behavior [20,21].
While its specific role in memory is only starting to be
uncovered, some suggest that mPFC forms mental
models based on mnemonic content (i.e., memory
www.sciencedirect.com

models) [22,23], which may include features such as
behavioral relevance and appropriate response [19].
These memory models may be activated when incoming
information relates to existing knowledge, with mPFC
selecting specific task-relevant memories for reactivation
[18,19,21], perhaps via white matter projections to the
medial temporal lobe (MTL) cortical structures that
provide the major input to hippocampus [24]. Hippocampus may then bind reactivated content to current
experience, resulting in an integrated trace. Following
integration in hippocampus, memory models may be
updated with new content as needed through direct
hippocampal inputs to mPFC [18]. Through this process,
mPFC may come to represent integrated memories that
have been abstracted away from individual episodes (i.e.,
schema) over time [18,25].
A number of studies suggest that memory integration
persists into post-encoding rest [26] and sleep [27], with
offline consolidation processes facilitating generalization across episodes. Specifically, hippocampus-driven
reactivation during slow-wave sleep is thought to transform memories, allowing connections to be formed
among representations co-activated in neocortex [28].
This process is thought to promote both the integration
of new information into existing memories and abstraction across episodes in neocortical regions, particularly
mPFC [28].
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 1:1–8
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Box 1 Manipulating integration

Box 2 Integration and memory distortion

A number of studies have investigated the various factors that
influence integration. For instance, while there is evidence that
integration can occur in the absence of conscious awareness
[34,38,52,53], studies have shown that integration may be
facilitated when subjects become aware of the task structure (either
via instructional manipulations or spontaneously) [54]. In fact, one
experiment [54] demonstrated that such knowledge specifically
benefitted judgments that spanned episodes with no effect on
memory for the individual episodes themselves, suggesting that
integration does not necessarily emerge with effective encoding of
the underlying experiences. One possibility is that awareness
constrains mental models in prefrontal regions, which in turn biases
hippocampal reactivation during learning toward task-relevant
memories, allowing for integration across events.

While the effects of integration on behavior are largely beneficial, a
few studies have uncovered negative consequences of integration.
For example, integration may lead to false memories (i.e., through
overgeneralization) [59], and memory misattributions [5,22,55,56].
Interestingly, patients with ventral mPFC lesions show reduced false
memories relative to healthy control participants for words that were
never seen but are thematically related to a studied word list [59],
consistent with the notion that ventral mPFC constructs generalized
memory representations.

It has been hypothesized that being reminded of related memories
prior to a new learning experience also increases the likelihood of
integration, as the reactivated memories are labile and readily
updated. Consistent with this idea, behavioral work in humans [55]
found more intrusions (see Box 2) from a second learned list (List 2)
when recalling the initial list (List 1) if participants had been reminded
of List 1 before encoding List 2. This finding was recently replicated
in rodents using ‘lists’ of ordered feeder locations [56], with animals
that learned two lists in the same relative to different spatial contexts
producing more intrusions. These findings are consistent with the
proposal that integration occurs via reactivation of prior memories;
here, this work further highlights that integration can be encouraged
by reminding the learner of the original encoding context.
Other factors hypothesized to impact integration include (1) the
nature of the underlying memory representations — with more
distributed as opposed to localized representations proposed to
promote integration [57]; and (2) the degree of competition between
new content and prior memories (i.e., whether or not the two
memories can coexist), with integration preferentially occurring in
cases when competition is minimal [58].

Integration may also explain the phenomenon of memory misattribution, in which an episodic experience is incorrectly attributed to
a different encoding context than the one in which it occurred (e.g.,
as measured by intrusions; Box 1). Misattributions may occur when
prior knowledge is reactivated and updated with the current
experience to the detriment of memory accuracy. One fMRI study [5]
used neural decoding to quantify the neural reinstatement of the
context associated with prior memories (List 1) during new learning
(List 2). Results showed that greater evidence for reactivation of the
List 1 context was associated with more misattributions of List 2
words to List 1. Another study [22] showed that when participants
reactivated a prior experience during new encoding, ventral mPFC
and hippocampal engagement was associated with later memory
misattributions, consistent with a role for these regions in linking
experiences across time.

future routes [30]. These trajectories can represent even
novel paths [30,31], suggesting that the hippocampus —
perhaps guided by mPFC [32] — may support flexible
navigation by simulating and evaluating possible trajectories in the context of current goals.
Inferring relationships

Behavioral implications
Memory integration has largely positive effects on behavior (though see Box 2 for examples of negative behavioral consequences). Below, we review recent work
highlighting these benefits across a number of cognitive
domains.
Spatial navigation

Perhaps the most familiar and widely studied form of
memory integration stems from Tolman’s seminal work
on cognitive maps [7]. Tolman proposed that navigation
relies on the coherent representation of spatial layouts,
which can flexibly give rise to new inferences about the
relative locations of landmarks in the environment [7].
Recent work in humans has demonstrated a relationship
between hippocampal volumes and the ability to infer
novel spatial relationships among a set of trained landmarks
[29], consistent with the idea that the hippocampus constructs integrated spatial maps. A behavioral study further
found sleep-related increases in spatial relational inference
[27], indicating that early phase consolidation processes
may facilitate the construction of cognitive maps.
Moreover, work in rodents demonstrates that the firing
patterns of hippocampal CA1 neurons predict animals’
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 1:1–8

Integrated memories may facilitate a host of novel judgments that require knowledge of the relationships among
events, such as in associative inference, transitive inference, and acquired equivalence paradigms [11] (though
see Ref. [33]). These judgments tap memory flexibility,
requiring participants to make novel inferences on the
basis of trained associations; for simplicity, we group
these behaviors under the term ‘inference.’ Because
integrated memories code for the relationships among
learned associations (Figure 1a), they may be reinstated
and the new information directly extracted during an
inference judgment itself [34].
Recent work has directly linked learning-phase reactivation of related memories to subsequent behavior. For
instance, the degree to which previously encoded content
is reactivated during new events has been shown to
predict both subsequent memory for the reactivated
content [35] and later inference (Figure 1b [4]), consistent with the notion that reactivation supports memory
strengthening and flexibility via integration. One study
[4] also demonstrated that activation in hippocampus
and ventral mPFC related to later inference performance.
Moreover, that study observed functional connectivity
enhancements, suggesting that memories bound in
hippocampus may come to depend on mPFC as they
www.sciencedirect.com
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are integrated and strengthened [4]. Within the hippocampus, CA1 engagement during overlapping events
has been shown to predict subsequent inference [14].
The degree to which learning-phase CA1 patterns are
reinstated during inference has also been shown to relate
to speed and accuracy, consistent with ideas regarding
this region’s role in integration [14].
Recent work has also shown that inference is impaired in
patients with lesions to ventral mPFC [10]. Furthermore,
like spatial navigation, novel inference judgments are
selectively facilitated following sleep [36,37], emphasizing the importance of offline processes in integration.
Decision making

Integrated memories may also influence non-mnemonic
decision making. For example, one recent fMRI study
[38] suggests that the hippocampus supports the transfer of monetary value across related experiences through
additional recruitment of reward regions. The researchers
showed greater reactivation of prior related knowledge
during encoding of new reward information for stimuli
that showed more evidence of subsequent preference
shifts, a behavioral index of value transfer. Hippocampal–striatal functional coupling was also associated
with value-related preference changes [38], suggesting
that hippocampus may interact with domain-specific
regions (e.g., striatum in value learning tasks) in service
of integration.
Consistent with a domain-general role for hippocampus in
memory integration, rodent work [39] has found that the
hippocampus was necessary for updating a known goal
location with new value information. These updated
memories may then be transferred to neocortex, as mPFC
was necessary for retaining the updated knowledge to
support performance on the next day [39]. Thus, integrated memories incorporating value information may be
maintained as memory models in mPFC that will later
bias behavior. We note that this role for mPFC is likely
also domain-general given its documented involvement
in a number of tasks lacking an explicit value component.
Schema

Recent attention has focused on the behavioral benefits
conferred by memory schema. For instance, research in
rodents has shown that prior knowledge of a spatial layout
(i.e., a spatial schema) can both facilitate acquisition of
new related memories and speed their consolidation
[40,41]. Echoing these results, a number of human studies
have reported behavioral benefits in learning and memory
when new information can be incorporated into an existing schema [42,43,44]. Application of a schema to a new
scenario has also been shown to recruit hippocampus
[45,46]. For example, one fMRI study [46] found that
while engagement and connectivity of hippocampus and
ventral mPFC was enhanced during generation of a task
www.sciencedirect.com

schema, the application of schema to guide behavior in a
novel but similarly structured task selectively recruited
hippocampus.
Rodent [41] and human [26,42,43] work further suggests
that mPFC may be activated along with hippocampus
during learning of schema-related information. Recent
empirical data indicate that one factor that may influence
the relative engagement of MTL and mPFC is the degree
of consistency between new information and existing
schema. Specifically, one study [42] demonstrated that
mPFC engagement was more predictive of subsequent
memory for information congruent with existing schema,
perhaps reflecting direct encoding1 of new content into
prior knowledge. By contrast, MTL engagement was
more predictive of successful encoding of incongruent
information.
One theory [18] of schema suggests that with increasing
congruency, mPFC becomes increasingly able to bias
reactivation toward related memories. Increasing congruency would also be associated with decreasing novelty,
which may result in decreased reliance on hippocampal
integration triggered by area CA1. In such cases, mPFC
memory models may guide reactivation and be updated
directly, thus bypassing hippocampal involvement. By
contrast, when an existing memory model is weak or
nonexistent, mPFC would play no role in guiding memory retrieval. In this case, new content would be encoded
by hippocampus. Across multiple related experiences
(i.e., when forming a new schema), mPFC may come
online [4], reflecting the emergence of guided reactivation and the abstraction across experiences. However, in
many cases, new events are likely to be neither entirely
novel nor identical replications of prior experience. These
events will instead share a moderate level of congruency
with existing memory models, and would thus be
expected to involve both mPFC and hippocampus.
Creativity and imagination

Memory integration may also underlie the ability to
recombine prior memories to construct new ideas and
imagine future scenarios [23]. Consistent with this notion,
recent work [47] has demonstrated that hippocampal
damage results in impaired performance on creativity
tasks in which participants generate novel responses on
the basis of existing knowledge. Medial PFC may also
support performance in such tasks; one recent fMRI study
[48] showed that individual differences in resting state
functional connectivity of mPFC with posterior cingulate
cortex predicted creativity.
1
This idea contrasts with standard views of consolidation, which
propose that hippocampal memories are transferred to neocortex after
long time periods; however, recent work suggests the possibility of
neocortical encoding of new information independent of the hippocampus [61] (see however [62,63]).
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Hippocampus and mPFC are also engaged during imagination [49,50], particularly when imagined scenarios are
rich in episodic detail. One human fMRI showed enhanced
connectivity between hippocampus and mPFC during
imagination of future scenarios that were later remembered [50], consistent with the notion that these regions are
important for creating and maintaining integrated memories — even those representing imagined events. Another
study [49] required participants to construct mental
representations of novel foods from two familiar ingredients. Using an fMRI adaptation paradigm, researchers
found that imagining novel foods engaged the same
neuronal populations as did the ingredients in both hippocampus and mPFC, reflecting retrieval and recombination
of prior memories during mental construction. The ingredient items themselves also came to recruit overlapping
neuronal populations, perhaps reflecting integration of the
simultaneously reactivated memories (Figure 1a). Interestingly, the degree of representational overlap of the
ingredients in hippocampus and mPFC tracked across
participants with subjective value of the imagined foods,
suggesting that integration may be enhanced according to
behavioral relevance (here, for high value items).

Conclusions
The findings reviewed here collectively suggest the
importance of a hippocampal–mPFC circuit for linking
related experiences. Memory integration may support a
host of flexible behaviors, from navigating our environment to imagining our future. While recent years have
brought a surge of attention to this area of study, we
believe this is just the beginning of a rich scientific
enterprise. What are the factors that influence integration
(Box 1)? How do neural representations simultaneously
support the maintenance of episodic detail and generalization across experiences? How do memory integration
and behavioral flexibility change across the lifespan [51]?
These are merely examples of the many important questions that remain the subject of future investigation.
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